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service providers (ISPs) to optimize their network services. However, modeling spatio-temporal patterns of app usage has
been a challenging problem due to the complicated usage behavior and the very limited personal data. In this paper, we
propose a Bayesian mixture model to capture when, where and what apps are used and predict future app usage. To solve
the challenge of data sparsity, we apply a hierarchical Dirichlet process to leverage the shared spatio-temporal patterns to
accurately model users with insuﬃcient data. We then evaluate our model using a large dataset of app usage traces involving
1.7 million users over 3503 apps. Our analysis shows a clear correlation between the user’s location and the apps being used.
Extensive evaluations show that our model can accurately predict users’ future locations and app usage, outperforming the
state-of-the-art algorithms by 11.7% and 11.1%, respectively. In addition, our model can be used to synthesize app usage
traces that do not leak user privacy while preserving the key data statistical properties.
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INTRODUCTION

The wide adoption of mobile devices and applications (apps) has enabled highly convenient and ubiquitous access to Internet services. For app developers and network service providers, it becomes increasingly important
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to understand how users use mobile apps under various contexts. For example, knowing when and where users
use certain apps is instrumental in improving app usability, optimizing network service quality, and providing context-aware recommendations and assistance [25, 55, 72]. Initial research already demonstrated strong
location dependent patterns of app usage [22, 53], indicating the beneﬁt of considering location contexts to
understand such behaviors.
So far, our understanding of the mobile app usage over a large user population is still very limited due to a
number of key challenges. First, it is extremely diﬃcult to obtain unbiased app usage data at a large scale. Most
existing studies [19, 22] collect data by recruiting crowdsourced volunteers, which are limited in the number of
the participants. Second, app usage behavior is very complicated with thousands of apps being used over the
city, which leads to a challenge of building an accurate model for all of them. Third, app usage is extremely
heterogeneous where a small number of users contribute most of the app usage data [19, 53]. The resulting data
sparsity makes it challenging to accurately model user behavior to cover a large population.
In this paper, we seek to build a scalable model for spatio-temporal mobile app usage through a data-driven
approach for large scale populations. Our model seeks to provide a deeper understanding of when and where
users use diﬀerent apps, and predict app usage given the spatio-temporal contexts. In addition, our model enables
producing synthesized traces, which enables researchers to study the mobile app usage at scale while preserving
the privacy of original mobile users.
More speciﬁcally, we propose a Bayesian mixture model to capture app usage patterns in three domains
simultaneously — location, time, and app. First, in the spatial domain, we leverage a multinomial distribution
across locations to eliminate disruptive eﬀect of the randomness of human mobility [21]. Second, in the temporal
domain, we characterize the app usage pattern using Gaussian distribution and capture users’ periodic app usage
behavior. Finally, in the app domain, each app is regarded as a semantic word, and we build a model to capture the
“topic” semantics of app usage based on these semantic words. We also apply multi-task learning (hierarchical
Dirichlet process) to share the common apps’ usage pattern across users to cover users with insuﬃcient data.
Finally, we evaluate our proposed model based on a large-scale app usage dataset containing 1.5 billion app
usage records of 1.7 million users over 3503 apps. In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel Bayesian mixture model based on hierarchical Dirichlet process, which characterizes
user, app, location, and time in a cohesive manner. In addition, we address the data sparsity challenge by
sharing the statistical app usage patterns across users to model their behavior.
• Our model provides new understanding of the spatio-temporal patterns of app usage. The result shows a
clear correlation between the point of interest (POI) distribution and the categories of the apps being used.
Extensive evaluations conﬁrm the high accuracy of our model in predicting users’ location-based app usage.
It improves the accuracy of user mobility prediction by 11.7% compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms,
and outperforms the baseline algorithms in predicting app usage by 11.1%.
• Our model also helps to produce synthesized app usage traces to avoid user privacy leakage while allowing
meaningful data minings. Results show that the average spatial and temporal gaps between the real and
the synthesized traces are 6 km and 13 hours, indicating that users’ true locations are hidden with privacy
preserving. Meanwhile, the synthesized traces preserve key statistical characteristics such as the most frequently used apps, app usage entropy, and spatio-temporal distributions.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the mathematical model and formulate
our problem, and give a high-level overview of our system. In Section 3, we introduce our Bayesian model for
app usage traces. In section 4, we present location prediction, app prediction, and trace synthesizing algorithms
based on the proposed model. In Section 5, we extensively evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms
compared with existing algorithms. After discussing related work in Section 6, we summarize our main ﬁndings
in Section 7.
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Table 1. A list of commonly used notations.
Notation
U
L
A
r ui
Ru
tiu
x ui
aui
Nu
K
nk
ξk
πk
ζ k = (µ k , σk )
θ uk
ϕ uk
m 0 , κ 0 ,ψ 0 , ν 0
β,γ
α, ϵ
Hw
Gw

2

Description
The set of all users.
The set of locations.
The set of apps.
The ith records for user u.
The set of all records of user u.
The timestamp of the ith record of user u.
The number of times user u visit diﬀerent locations in the time bin tiu .
The number of times user u uses diﬀerent apps in the time bin tiu .
The number of records for user u.
The number of patterns/components.
The number of records for pattern k.
Parameter of pattern k, which consists of ζ k , θ k , and ϕ k .
Mixture weight of pattern k, i.e., prior probability of that an arbitrary record is generated by component
k.
The mean and variance of Gaussian temporal distribution for pattern k.
Parameter of multinomial location distribution for pattern k and user u, which is an |L|-sized vector.
Parameter of multinomial app distribution for pattern k and user u, which is an |A|-sized vector.
Hyper-parameters of NIG prior for (µk , σ k ).
Hyper-parameters of Dirichlet prior for θ uk , ϕ uk .
Concentration parameters of HDP.
TF-IDF normalized POI distribution around location l.
One-hot vector indicating the category of app w.

SYSTEM MODEL AND OVERVIEW

In this section, we propose a mathematical model and describe our problem. For readability, we summarize the
major notations used throughout the paper in Table 1.
Mathematical Setup.
In real life, users’ app usage is unevenly distributed in the temporal dimension. For
example, the duration of a continuous access to an app varies from 1 seconds to 2 days [53]. In order to capture
the patterns without the inﬂuence of such temporal heterogeneity, we divide the time span into ﬁxed sized time
bins. App usage behavior in each time bin of user u is aggregated into a 3-tuple app usage record r ui = (tiu , x ui , aui ),
where tiu represents the time of day (in time bins), x ui represents the user’s location, and aui represents the app
usage information. Similar with the temporal dimension, we also divide locations into geographical regions. Let
L denote the set of all geographical regions. Then, x ui is deﬁned as an |L|-sized vector, where x ui (l) represents
the number of times user u visits location l within the time bin. We further denote A as the set of all apps. Then,
aui is deﬁned as an |A|-sized vector, where aui (w) represents the number of times user u uses app w within the
time bin. Finally, we deﬁne U as the set of all users. Given any user u ∈ U, we deﬁne the set of all his app usage
records as Ru = {r u1 , r u2 , ..., r uNu }, where Nu is the number of records belonging to user u.
Problem Description. Based on the above mathematical deﬁnitions, the problem that we investigate can be
expressed as following:
Spatio-Temporal App Usage Modeling:
Given: A set of users U and their app usage traces {Ru }u ∈U .
Problem: For each user, discover the latent states that reﬂect the app usage behavior from a multidimensional
view, i.e., when and where the user is using what kind of apps.
System Overview.
Fig. 1(a) shows the framework of our system, where arrows represent the ﬂow of data
and boxes represent data processing modules. In this system, we model the users’ app usage behavior in three
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Fig. 1. The framework and workflow of our system.

domain — location, time and app. First, we aggregate users’ app usage traces in diﬀerent time bins into app usage
records. Then, from these records, we extract users’ app usage patterns that characterize users’ main app usage
time, locations, and the “topic” of the used apps. Speciﬁcally, since diﬀerent users may have diﬀerent places
of residence and oﬃce, and they may also prefer diﬀerent apps, parameters describing location and app-based
topic are separate for diﬀerent users. On the other hand, most users have similar daily schedule, e.g., sleep time,
commute time, working time, etc. Thus, parameters describing app usage time are globally shared by diﬀerent
users. Overall, by using a Bayesian mixture model based on hierarchical Dirichlet process, we achieve extraction
of users’ app usage patterns. This model will be discussed in detail in Section 3.
A number of applications can be realized based on the obtained app usage patterns. We focus on three major
applications in our work, including location prediction, app prediction, and app usage trace synthesizing. Utilizing the time and app usage information, we can predict users’ location with more accuracy based on their
historical patterns. Similarly, we can perform app usage prediction. Last but not least, the Bayesian framework
in our system brings a strong ability to synthesize plausible app usage traces, which statistically resemble real
traces while hide users’ true location with privacy preserving. These applications will be discussed in detail in
Section 4.

3

SPATIO-TEMPORAL APP USAGE MODEL

In this section, we design an app usage model that takes users’ app usage records as input, and extracts their
app usage patterns as output. Our intuition is that users tend to use diﬀerent apps at diﬀerent places. For example, business apps (e.g., email apps) are used more in central business districts compared with residential areas.
Similarly, users also tend to use diﬀerent apps at diﬀerent time. Thus, we deﬁne an app usage pattern as when
and where a certain cluster of apps are used. Then, the goal of the app usage model is to extract the clusters of
apps corresponding to diﬀerent app usage patterns, and describe the spatial and temporal distribution of these
patterns.
The workﬂow of our proposed app usage model is shown in Fig. 1(b), which can be described as follows. First,
we design a probabilistic model of users’ app usage records, where each app usage pattern is highly abstracted
by a set of parameters. Then, we use this model to ﬁt the real app usage records, and estimate parameters of
the model in this process. Finally, the app usage model outputs these parameters to represent the extracted app
usage patterns, which can be utilized in diﬀerent applications.
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In this section, we ﬁrst present an individual probabilistic model to describe single user’s app usage patterns in
Section 3.1. Then, in order to share similar patterns and parameters across users, we further leverage hierarchical
Dirichlet process to propose a multi-user model in Section 3.2. Finally, we introduce how to estimate parameters
of the proposed probabilistic model in Section 3.3.

3.1

Individual App Usage Model

We ﬁrst focus on the individual usage behavior, and propose a probabilistic model to describe the records Ru =
u
{r ui }iN=1
of user u ∈ U. Since we focus on individuals, we omit the superscript u of variables for simplicity in
this section.
We adopt the Bayesian mixture model to describe single user’s app usage patterns. It can be formally deﬁned
as a linear superposition of ﬁnite components, which can be represented as follows,
K
Õ
p(r i ) =
πk f (r i |ξ k ),
(1)
k=1

where each density f (·|ξ k ) is called a component and characterized by its own parameters ξ k , which is used to
describe an app usage pattern of the target user. In addition, πk is the mixture weight of component k, which
ÍK
πk = 1. As mentioned above, the goal of the app usage model is to estimate parameters ξ k and πk .
satisﬁes k=1
To make the problem of estimating parameters in the mixture model tractable, we introduce a latent discrete
random variable zi for the ith observed data point r i to indicate which component/pattern it belongs to. Then,
based on deﬁnitions, we have p(zi = k) = πk . If we have zi = k, the ith data point is generated by the component
k, and we have p(r i |zi = k) = f (r i |ξ k ). Then, f (·|ξ k ) is a spatio-temporal app usage pattern of the user, which
describes when and where he is using what kind of apps. Thus, we decompose it into three factors, which can
be expressed as follows:
p(r i |zi = k) = f (r i |ξ k ) = p(ti |ζ k )p(x i |θ k )p(ai |ϕ k ),

(2)

where ξ k consists of ζ k , θ k , and ϕ k . They are the parameters describing the pattern’s temporal distribution,
spatial distribution, and app distribution, respectively. Note that though in the probability density of each component shown in (2), time, location, and app usage are regarded to be independent with each others. In the
probability density of their mixture (1), users’ behavior in these three dimensions are highly correlated.
For temporal distribution p(ti |ζ k ), it has been found that the users’ daily movements and app usage are fairly
predictable with repeated patterns [47]. In order to capture this periodicity, we model the temporal distribution
of each pattern in terms of the time of day by Gaussian distribution, which has been shown to have a good
performance in a number of works [37, 66]. Speciﬁcally, we denote ζ k = (µ k , σk ) to be its mean and variance.
Then, the probability density of ti can be represented as:
(ti − µ k )2
1
exp(−
).
p(ti |ζ k ) = N (ti |µ k , σk ) = q
2σk2
2πσk2

In terms of spatial dimension, it is possible for a user to visit multiple locations within the time bin ti . Thus,
we model x i by a multinomial distribution over locations,
Ö which can be expressed as follow:
p(x i |θ k ) =
θ k (l)x i (l ) .
l ∈L

As for app dimension, we regard each app as a semantic word, and each pattern represents a “topic” for
apps [8]. Thus, we model ai by a multinomial distribution
Ö over apps, which can be expressed as follow:
p(ai |ϕ k ) =
ϕ k (w)ai (w ) .
w ∈A
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Since we adopt Bayesian framework, parameters in our model are regarded as random variables. We use the
common conjugate prior distributions for these parameters. For parameters of category and multinomial distribution, i.e., π , θ k , and ϕ k , we use Dirichlet prior to model them. For parameters of Gaussian distribution,
i.e., ζ k = {µ k , σk }, we use the Normal-inverse-gamma (NIG) distribution to model them. These conjugate priors enable us to use collapsed Gibbs sampling in parameter estimation, which will be introduced in detail in
Section 3.3.

3.2

HDP-based Multi-User Model

The above introduced Bayesian mixture model provides an approximation of the individual app usage behavior.
However, there are still two problems unsolved. The ﬁrst one is that the number of components/patterns, i.e.,
K is diﬀerent for diﬀerent users, and it has critical impact on correctly modeling the app usage behavior. The
method should automatically determine K based on the records of the speciﬁc users. The second problem is data
sparsity. According to [19], the active time of app usage per user is highly skewed: over 20% of users have active
time less than less than 30 minutes per day, which making modeling their app usage behavior very challenging in
practice. Motivated by this limit, we aim to share similar patterns and parameters among users to help modeling
their app usage patterns more accurately, especially for the users with sparse data. In order to solve these two
problems, we extend our model based on hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) [46]. Speciﬁcally, Dirichlet process
(DP) is a Bayesian non-parametric approach that can estimate the number of components in users’ records, and
its extension – HDP further shares common patterns between diﬀerent users to improve the performance.
Dirichlet Process App Usage Model: The mixture model based on Dirichlet process has a possibly inﬁnite
number of mixture components, and it deﬁnes a concentration parameter α > 0, which impacts the number of
components. We denote Dirichlet process with concentration parameter α as DP(α).
A widely employed metaphor for the Dirichlet process is the Chinese restaurant process (CRP). In CRP, each
data point is regarded as a customer. When a new customer enters a Chinese restaurant, he sits down at a table
with a probability proportional to the number of customers already sitting here. In addition, he opens a new table
with a probability proportional to α. Then, by this process, the number of tables (components) can be determined
by concrete customers (data points).
In our model, since we use conjugate priors for all distributions, we are able to perform inference of DP
mixture model through collapsed Gibbs sampling [46]. It starts by randomly initializing all zi , and then iterates
sampling each zi based on the
( following equations:
∫
p(zi = k, k ≤ K |z −i , α) ∼ nk f (r i |ξ k )p(ξ k |z −i )dξ k ,
∫
p(zi = K + 1|z −i , α) ∼ α f (r i |ξ )p(ξ )dξ ,
where z −i = {z j |j , i, 1 ≤ j ≤ Nu }, and nk is the number of records assigned to component k. p(zi = k, k ≤
K |z −i , α) is in proportion to the number of data points belonging to the component k and collapse probability
density of the kth component around r i .
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process App Usage Model: The above introduced Dirichlet process only considers
the single user. However, individual model may suﬀer from the sparsity of users’ historical records. Motivated
by this limit, we further leverage HDP to jointly model all users’ spatio-temporal app usage over the city, and
leverage the similar spatio-temporal app usage patterns among users to model users with insuﬃcient data more
accurately.
HDP consists of two levels of Dirichlet process. In the ﬁrst level, the global patterns of all users are drawn
from the Dirichlet process based on the prior distribution, while in the second level, patterns of each user are
drawn from the global patterns. In this way, we achieve the goal that diﬀerent users share the same patterns and
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 3, No. 1, Article 27. Publication date: March 2019.
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parameters. The collapsed
Gibbs sampling of HDP can be expressed as follows [46]:
(
∫
u
p(zi = k, k ≤ K |z −ui , α) ∼ (nuk + αnk ) f (r ui |ξ uk )p(ξ uk |z −ui )dξ uk ,
∫
(3)
p(zui = K + 1, |z −ui , α) ∼ αϵ f (r i |ξ )p(ξ )dξ ,
u
where z −ui = {z w
j |w ∈ U, 1 ≤ j ≤ Nw , j , i or w , u}, n k is the number of observed data points of user u
assigned to component k, and nk is the number of data points of all users assigned to component k.
According to the strict deﬁnition of HDP, the parameters of components, i.e., ξ uk are global parameters independent with u. However, in a metropolis, there are thousands of buildings and streets, and thousands of
apps being used all over the city. Diﬀerent users have diﬀerent residence, oﬃce, and prefer diﬀerent apps. Thus,
sharing ϕ and θ between diﬀerent users leads to a large number of patterns. On the other hand, the computational complexity of collapsed Gibbs sampling is in proportion to the number of patterns. Thus, in order to avoid
too many patterns, we only share temporal parameters between diﬀerent users. That is, ξ uk = {ζ k , θ uk , ϕ uk },
where θ uk and ϕ uk are diﬀerent for diﬀerent users, while they share the same ζ k . We denote our proposed model
as App Usage Model (AUM). The generative process of AUM is shown in Algorithm 1, and the corresponding
graphical model is shown in Fig. 2.
ALGORITHM 1: Generative Process for AUM
Hyper-parameters: ϵ, α, m 0 , κ 0,ψ 0, ν 0, β,γ ;
δ ∼ DP(ϵ);
for k∈ {1, 2, ..., K } do
(µ k , σk ) ∼ NIG(.|m 0 , κ 0 ,ψ 0 , ν 0 );
for u∈ U do
π u ∼ DP(α, δ);
for k∈ {1, 2, ..., K } do
θ uk ∼ Dirichlet(.|β), ϕ uk ∼ Dirichlet(.|γ );
for i∈ {1, 2, ..., Nu } do
z ui ∼ Cateдory(.|π u ), tiu ∼ N (.|µ ziu , σziu );
x ui ∼ Multinormial(.|θu,ziu );
aui ∼ Multinormial(.|ϕu,z u );
i
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3.3

Parameter Estimation

Since we use conjugate priors, ζ k |z −ui follows NIG distribution, and θ ui |z −ui , ϕ ui |z −ui follow Dirichlet distribution. Then, the collapsed probability density of component k at r ui can be expressed as follows:
∫

f (r ui |ξ uk )p(ξ uk |z −ui )dξ uk =

∫

p(tiu |ζ k )p(ζ k |z −ui )dζ k

∫

p(x ui |θ uk )p(θ uk |z −ui )dθ k

∫

p(aui |ϕ uk )p(ϕ uk |z −ui )dϕ k , (4)

where we omit the hyper-parameters {m 0 , κ 0 ,ψ 0 , ν 0 , β, γ } for simplicity. For the ﬁrst part, according to [40], we
have:
∫
ψk (κk + 1)
p(ti |ζ k )p(ζ k |z −ui )dζ k = t 2νk (ti |mk ,
),
(5)
κk νk
where t 2νk (·) is the probability density function of multivariate t-distribution, and ζ k |z −ui follows NIG distribution with parameters (mk , κk ,ψk , νk ), which can be calculated as:


m = (κ 0m 0 + nk t¯k )/(κ 0 + nk ),

 k

Í
nk
ψk = ψ 0 + 21 z j =k, j,i (t j − t¯k )2 + 12 κκ00+n
(m 0 − t¯k )2 ,
(6)
k


1
κ k = κ 0 + n k , ν k = ν 0 + n k ,

2
Í
where t¯k is the mean value of t j assigned to component k, i.e., t¯k = n1k z j =k, j,i t j .
As for the second part of (4), we have
∫
B(buk + x ui )
p(x ui |θ uk )p(θ uk |z −ui ) =
,
(7)
B(buk )

ALGORITHM 2: Collapsed Gibbs Sampling for AUM
Input: M, {Ru }u ∈U , {ϵ, α, m 0 , κ 0,ψ 0, ν 0, β,γ } , K 0 .
Output: K, {m k , κk ,ψ k , νk }K , {nuk , b uk , c uk } U×K .
Initialize: K ← K 0 . Randomly initialise z ui ∈ {1, ..., K }.
for iter ∈ {1, ..., M } do
for u∈ U do
for i ∈ {1, ..., Nu } do
Remove r ui from pattern z ui .
for k ∈ {1, ..., K } do
Update nuk and n k ;
Update m k , κk ,ψ k , νk , b uk , c uk based on (6)∼(9);
∫
Calculate f (r ui |ξ uk )p(ξ uk |z −ui )dξ uk based on (4)∼(9);
lk ← (nuk + αn k );
∫
pk ← lk f (r ui |ξ uk )p(ξ uk |z −ui )dξ uk ;
∫
p K +1 ← αϵ f (r ui |ξ )p(ξ )dξ ;
ÍK +1
c = k=1 pk ;
With probability pk /c do
z ui ← k;
if z ui = K + 1 then
K ← K + 1;
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where B(·) is the multivariate Beta function, and θ uk |z −ui follows Dirichlet distribution with parameter buk , which
can be calculated as follows:
Õ
x uj + β · 1,
(8)
buk =
z uj =k, j,i

where 1 is the |L|-sized vector with all elements to be 1.
As for the third part of apps in (4), we deﬁne c uk as
Õfollow,
c uk =

auj + γ · 1.

(9)

z uj =k, j,i

Since apps in our model is symmetrical with locations, we can just use aui , ϕ uk , and c uk to replace x ui , θ uk , and b uk
in (7), and obtain the expression of the third part.
We show the detailed process of collapsed Gibbs sampling for AUM in Algorithm 2. It takes the initial number
of components K 0 , app usage records of users, and hyper-parameters as the input. Then, it starts by randomly
initializing all zui , and iterates sampling zui for each u ∈ U and i ∈ {1, ..., Nu } based on (3)∼(9). After each time
of sampling, it recomputes the statistics {mk , κk ,ψk , νk } and {nuk , buk , c uk } for each user and each pattern. After
M iterations, this algorithm outputs the statistics as the ﬁnal results.
Computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(MK |R U | · (|L| + |A|)), where |R U | is the number of app usage
records of all users in U, M is the number of iterations, and K is the number of mixture components. Note that
|L|, |A| and M are ﬁxed values. K is limited by the periodicity of human behavior, which have moderate values
in practice. Thus, the computational complexity roughly grows linearly with |R U |, which is feasible in practice.

4

APPLICATIONS

As shown in Fig. 1(b), based on the estimated parameters of the app usage model, given an arbitrarily part of
an app usage record, we can obtain the posterior probability of the rest part based on Bayesian theorem, which
can be used for prediction. In addition, we can also draw samples from the obtained probabilistic distribution to
synthesize plausible app usage traces. Thus, in this paper, we mainly consider three major applications including
location prediction, app prediction, and app usage trace synthesizing, which are introduced in detail in the
following sections.
Location Prediction:
Accurate human mobility prediction is important for many applications including
energy optimization [14], POI recommendation [61], etc. In most existing works, users’ future location is predicted only based on his historical locations [34, 36]. Since users’ app usage behavior is highly correlated with
their mobility [22, 53], we can further use app information to aid to predict users’ future location based on our
proposed model.
Given the target user u, time of day ti , and app usage vector ai , the problem of location prediction is to estimate
the true location distribution among geographical regions, i.e., x i .
In order to achieve this goal, we ﬁrst calculate the probability of that user u is in the pattern k according to ti
and ai based on (3) and (4). Denote this probability as ∫
p(zi = k), which can be calculated as follow:
nuk + αnk
p(zi = k) = Í u
p(ti |ζ k )p(ai |ϕ uk )dζ k dϕ uk ,
(10)
k (n k + αn k )
Then, x i is estimated by the probabilistic combination of the location parameter θ uk of K patterns. By using the
expectation b uk /||b uk ||1 to replace θ uk , the location prediction results can be expressed as:
K
Õ
p(zi = k)buk /||b uk ||1 .
(11)
x̂ i =
k=1
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App Usage Prediction: App usage prediction is also an important problem for its applications in improving
user experience [22, 55]. Except for users’ historical app usage behavior, users’ location information can also
help to predict users’ app usage behavior in our framework.
The target of app usage prediction is to estimate the app usage vector ai based on the time ti and location
vector x i . Since location and app information are symmetrical in our model, by replacing (x, b uk , θ uk ) in (10) and
(11) with (a, c uk , ϕ uk ), we obtain the expression of the estimated results of our model.
App Usage Trace Synthesizing: App usage traces are instrumental for applications such as improving app
usability, optimizing network service quality, and providing context-aware recommendations [25, 55]. However,
utilizing app usage traces in research or business also raises privacy concerns, since personal information is
possible to be exposed through them. For example, users do not want others to know where they are and what
apps they use at certain time.
Many techniques have been proposed to protect users’ privacy by adding random noise to user data [1, 2, 18].
However, these techniques also reduce the utility of the dataset [5]. At the same time, other techniques seek
to protect users’ privacy by synthesizing plausible traces [6, 23, 27, 42, 59]. The synthesized traces are able to
statistically resemble real traces, i.e., protect the utility of the dataset to assist various applications. In addition,
the synthesized traces also protect users’ privacy. Here we consider a scenario that the adversary wants to extract
users’ true spatio-temporal location from the synthesized traces, i.e., where they are at certain time. Thus, the
synthesized trace should be far away from the real trace at least in one dimension between time and space.
Inspired by this idea, in this work, we seek to synthesize app usage traces through our model. Speciﬁcally,
the synthesized traces should resemble real traces in terms of both the location-related statistical metric and
the app-related statistical metric. In addition, the synthesized traces also hide users’ true app usage time and
location to protect their privacy. We show the process of synthesizing app usage traces in Algorithm 3, where
the number of records of each day and each user remains unchanged. This algorithm takes statistics of app usage
patterns as the input, which are the output of Algorithm 2. Then, for each user u, it repeats for Nu times to draw
u’s app usage traces from distributions introduced in Section 3.

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the utilized dataset. Then, we interpret the patterns extracted from our system in terms of multi-dimensional view. Further, we evaluate our model against state-of-the-art algorithms in
location prediction and app usage prediction. Finally, we show the trace synthesizing ability of our proposed
model.

ALGORITHM 3: Synthesizing App Usage Trace
Input: {m k , κk ,ψ k , νk }K , {nuk , b uk , c uk } U×K , α.
Output: {(t˜iu , l˜iu , w̃iu )} U×Nu .
for u∈ U do
for i ∈ {1, ..., Nu } do
Draw z ui based on p(z ui = k) ∼ nuk + αn k .
Draw a timestamp t˜iu from N (·|m ziu ,ψ ziu /νziu ).
Draw a location l˜u from Cateдory(buu /||b uu ||1 ).
i

zi

zi

Draw an app w̃iu from Cateдory(cuzu /||c uzu ||1 ).
i

i
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# Records
1,548,972,010

5.1

Table 2. Dataset summary.
# Users
# Identiﬁed Apps # Cellular Tower
1,731,070
3,503
10,875

Dataset

To understand the spatio-temporal patterns of app usage, we collect a large dataset by collaborating with a
major cellular network operator in China (Telecom). Our dataset was collected during one week (April 19–26)
in 2016 covering the whole metropolitan area of Shanghai, one of the largest city of China. The dataset covers
2,140,327 users and their complete access logs to the cellular base stations during the data collection period.
Each access record is characterized by an anonymized userID, timestamp, the cellular base station and its GPS
location and the meta data of the connection. For HTTPS connection, we have the destination IP address. For
HTTP connection, we have the destination IP and domain and the user agent information. Note that the userID
is mapped to a mobile device (e.g., smartphone, iPad). It is possible for one person to have multiple devices and
we will treat them as diﬀerent users, which allows us to perform more ﬁne-grained modeling.
Identifying Apps.
From the raw access log, we then infer what apps that users are using based on various
indicators of the app identity. Unfortunately, due to the limited metadata from HTTPS, we can only identify
the apps for HTTP traﬃc. In our dataset, 95% of traﬃc is in HTTP and we rely on the URL domain and the
user-agent ﬁeld from the HTTP header to identify speciﬁc apps. We adopt an existing tool called SAMPLES [57]
which uses supervised learning to automatically classify the network traﬃc generated by diﬀerent mobile apps.
In order to obtain the labeled dataset, we crawled the 3,503 most popular apps across App Store (iOS apps) and
Google Play (Android apps) based on their download count, and applied SAMPLES to generate conjunctive rules
to match each app’s network traﬃc. Based on the obtained rules, we identify traﬃc of the 3,503 apps that cover
more than 85 percent records of the whole dataset. We manually veriﬁed the correctness of the matched apps
and ﬁlter out users who do not have any matched apps (20% of the users). After the ﬁltering, the ﬁnal dataset
contains 1,731,070 users and 1,548,972,010 access records. These app usage records cover 10,875 distinct cellular
base stations in the city. Table 2 presents a summary of the dataset.
Ethics. We are very aware of the privacy implications of using ISP dataset for research and have taken active
steps to protect mobile users. First, the app usage traces do not contain any personally identiﬁable information
or any user-level metadata. The userID has been anonymized (as a bit string) by the ISP, and we never have the
access to the true userID. Second, all the researchers are regulated by a strict non-disclosure agreement. The
dataset is stored in a server protected by authentication mechanisms and ﬁrewalls. Our collaborator from the
ISP oversees the data processing on the server. This work has received the approval from both the ISP and the
authors’ local institution.
Characteristics.
To provide contexts for the dataset, we further analyze the metrics that are related to the
data quality in Fig. 3. First, we examine the potential missing parts in a user’s trace that our dataset does not
cover. We deﬁne missing ratio q as the portion of the time bin when we do not have any data about the user’s
app usage. The probability density function (PDF) of missing ratio q is presented in Fig. 3(a). We observe that
the missing ratio follows a normal-like distribution ranging from 0.1 to 1 and the distribution is slightly skewed
to the right. This suggests some level of data sparsity – users do not use mobile apps all the time, which is a
challenge need to be solved in our model. Fig. 3(b) examines the time intervals of two consecutive records, which
follows a power law distribution. The majority of the time intervals are less than 1000 seconds, with an average
222 seconds. This indicates that our dataset is ﬁne-grained in time dimension. Regarding the spatial and app
aspect, Fig. 3(c) shows the distribution of the number of distinct locations visited by each user and the number
of distinct apps used by each user. We can observe that 80% of the users are recorded in less than 61 locations,
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Fig. 3. Characteristics of the collected dataset.

and 80% of the users use less than 58 apps unique apps. These two curves follow very similar shapes, suggesting
a potential correlation between the app usage pattern and the spatio-temporal pattern.
Data Limitations.
Although the scale of the dataset is massive, in terms of individual user and duration, it
has limitations. More speciﬁcally, the dataset does not cover the following four situations. 1) apps that do not
make any network requests; 2) apps out of the identiﬁed 3,503 apps; 3) apps that use HTTPS for every single
Internet request; 4) app usage behavior out of the one-week time window covered by the dataset. The ﬁrst case
is a natural limitation of using ISP datasets. For the second case, the identiﬁed 3,503 apps have included the
most popular iOS apps and Android apps. In addition, based on our measurement, they have covered more than
85 percent records of our whole dataset, which are enough to characterize users’ main app usage patterns. For
the third case of apps that use HTTPS, we observe many of these apps still use HTTP for parts of the Internet
requests, while they use HTTPS only to transmit sensitive information, making them identiﬁable. In addition, the
HTTP traﬃc takes more than 95% of all the traﬃc within our data collection period. For the fourth case, though
the duration of our dataset is only one week, our model mainly focus on capturing the principle components
of users’ app usage, i.e., users’ predictable daily app usage patterns. Therefore, we characterize these app usage
patterns by focusing on the time of day in the temporal dimension. The dataset with duration of one week is
enough to characterize users’ predictable daily app usage patterns. Overall, we believe this dataset provides a
meaningful representation of users’ app usage.

5.2

Pattern Interpretations

We train our model based on the above introduced dataset by Algorithm 2. We set the number of iterations M
as 50, and ﬁnd it is enough to reach convergence for all users [37, 67]. We obtain 44 app usage patterns in total.
Then, we randomly select 9 users, and show their distribution over diﬀerent patterns in Fig. 4(a). Speciﬁcally,
the vertical axis represents diﬀerent users u, while the horizontal axis represents diﬀerent patterns k. The shade
of the grids describes the probability of an app usage record generated by user u belonging to pattern k, i.e., πku ,
where the deeper grey means the larger πku . We can observe that each user’s app usage behavior can be described
by a small number of patterns. The largest number of patterns that one user have is less than 5, e.g., User 2 and
4. Results indicate that though the total number of patterns might be increased by sharing patterns across users,
the number of individual’s dependent patterns is still small. Thus, from the individual perspective, the number
of eﬀective variables to learn is not increased, demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of our proposed app usage model.
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(c) POI distribution corresponding to obtained patterns
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Fig. 4. Interpretation for patterns obtained in our model.

Then, we focus on interpreting the obtained patterns in three domains – location, time and app. However,
since the dimensionality of locations and apps are very high (3,503 apps and 10,875 locations in our dataset), it
is hard to interpret the correlation of them directly. Thus, we reduce their dimensionality by utilizing point of
interests (POIs) and app categories, which have strong correlation to location and app, and have rich semantic
information to help us understand the results.
Speciﬁcally, we interpret patterns in spatial dimension by studying the point of interest (POI) distribution
associated to them, and in app dimension we consider the categories of associated apps of each pattern, which
will be introduced in detail in the following parts of this section. Overall, we elaborately select 6 representative
patterns with most distinct distribution in terms of POI and categorie of apps associated with them, and show
their temporal parameters in Fig. 4(b). We can observe that each pattern is characterized by a distinct distribution
of the app usage during diﬀerent time of a day.
As for spatial dimension, we study the POI distribution for each pattern. POI is a speciﬁc point location of
a certain function such as restaurant or shopping mall. POI can reﬂect function of a region, and can be open
accessed through the APIs of map service providers. Thus, we crawl 0.75 million POIs of Shanghai city, and

ID
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

Table 3. The utilized POI categories and taxonomies.
Function
Utilized POI
Entertainment food, hotel, gym, shopping, leisure.
Education
school, campus.
Scenery
scenery spot.
Business
ﬁnance, oﬃce building, company, trading area.
Industry
factory, industrial estate, economic development zone.
Residence
residence, life services.
Suburb
villages, towns.
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divide them into 7 categories according to [39, 64], i.e., residence, entertainment, business, industry, education,
scenery and suburb, shown in Table 3. To be better compared with, the number of POI is normalized by the term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [15]. Denote H l as the TF-IDF normalized POI distribution
around location l. Then, the weighted average POI distribution of pattern k can be expressed as follows:
Õ
Õ
πu
Í k u
Hk =
θ ku (l)H l .
πk
u
∈U
u ∈U
l ∈L
The results are shown in Fig. 4(c), where we highlight the maximum value of each column with red color and the
minimum value of each column with blue color. As we can observe, compared with other patterns, app usage
patterns in the early morning (e.g. #27, #28) have higher POI distribution around “education” and “industry”.
In addition, compared with other patterns, app usage patterns in the late-night (e.g. #21, #37) have higher POI
distribution around “residence”. These results interpret where users are corresponding to the diﬀerent time of
the day.
In terms of the apps being used, we consider their categories. We crawl the category information of the identiﬁed apps from the app market, and divide them into 19 categories. Denote G w as the one-hot vector indicating
the category of app w. Then, the weighted average category distribution of each pattern can be expressed as
follow:
Gk =

Õ

u ∈U

Í

πku

u ∈U

πku

Õ

ϕ uk (w)G w .

w ∈A

Similarly with location, we also apply TF-IDF normalization to the results for better comparison. The results are
shown in Fig. 4(d). For simplicity, we only list 8 categories with the most variance. We ﬁnd that patterns in the
early-morning (e.g. #27, #28) have higher category distribution of “maps”, while patterns in the late-night (e.g.
#21, #37) have higher app category distribution around “game”. Take the pattern #21 and #37 for example. They
have the second largest and the largest distribution around “game”. In addition, the means of their temporal
distribution are all after 7PM, indicating that people tend to use more “game” apps in the late-night. All these
results interpret what users are doing corresponding to diﬀerent time and location patterns. Overall, the obtained
patterns well interpret and capture when, where, and what apps are used, which help us to understand users’
app usage behavior substantially.

5.3

Location Prediction

Baseline Method:
We compare our system with ﬁve state-of-the-art algorithms as follows: (1) HMM is a
well-known approach for analysis sequential data [36], which assumes observations are generated by a Markov
process among unobserved states. Speciﬁcally, the emission distribution, i.e., the distribution of observations
conditioned on a speciﬁc state is modelled to be multinomial distribution to ﬁt our dataset. (2) Pred is original
from the human mobility model proposed in [28], which predicts future locations based on the trip time and
marginal distribution of users’ personal destinations. (3) NN is based on the neural network classiﬁer [43], which
uses the last visited location and time as features. (4) LAW is original from the human mobility model proposed
in [10]. It predicts future locations based on the travelling distance, which is modeled as a Lévy ﬂight with
long-tailed distribution. (5) Single is a simpliﬁed version of our method, which uses Dirichlet process instead of
hierarchical Dirichlet process. In addition, we denote our proposed model as AUM.
Evaluation Metrics:
In order to measure the correctness of the estimated distribution among locations x̂ i
compared with the true number of times users visit diﬀerent locations x i . We use two well-known metrics
including Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient and residual.
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Fig. 5. Performance of location prediction.

Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient has been widely used in object
s tracking [17, 41]. It can be expressed as:
Õ x̂ i (l) x i (l)
BC(x̂ i , x i ) =
·
,
(12)
kx̂ i k 1 kx i k 1
l ∈L
Í
where k·k 1 is the 1-norm, which can be calculated as ||x ||1 = l ∈L |x(l)|. Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient is a measurement of the amount of overlap between two statistical samples, which ranges from 0 to 1. If two samples
are equal, i.e., x 1 (l) = x 2 (l) for all l ∈ L, BC will be 1. It will be 0 if two distributions have no overlap at all.
Another metric is the residuals [44], which can be deﬁned as:
1
(13)
Residual(x̂ h , x h ) = kx̂ h − x h k 1 .
2
It measures the summation of diﬀerence around all dimensions between two distributions, which ranges from 0
to 1. Diﬀerent from Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient, a smaller residual indicates a better prediction result.
Parameter Settings:
We implement a 5-fold leave-one-out cross validation [26] in our experiments. Specifically, we divide the whole dataset into 5 sets with equal size based on the time. We use each set (20% of all
records) as the testing set based on parameters estimated from the left 4 sets as training set. Speciﬁcally, in the
testing set, we assume time and used apps are given, while locations are unknown, which need to be predicted.
Then, we take the average Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient and residual of prediction results of all sets as the ﬁnal
performance.
For our proposed AUM, we set the number of iterations M as 50, which is enough to reach convergence for all
users [37]. In addition, we set α = 1/N and ϵ = 50, where N is the number of records in the training set. As for
the temporal parameters, we set m 0 = 12, κ 0 = 0.1, ν 0 = N /40, ψ 0 = 2ν 0 . As for the spatial and app parameters,
we set β = γ = 0.1.
As for the parameter of baselines, for HMM, NN, and Single, the number of number of iterations is also set to
be 50. Speciﬁcally, for Single, we change α = 1 and ν 0 = 2, and other parameters are the same as those used in
AUM. In NN, the utilized neural network is composed of two hidden layers, of which the dimensions are set to
be 20. Other parameters are set by following the default setting in original literatures [10, 28, 36, 43].
Result Comparison: We present the location prediction results of the diﬀerent algorithms in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a)
shows the prediction performance in terms of Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient and residual. We can observe that our
method achieves highest BC and lowest residual, which proves the feasibility and superiority of our proposed
model. Speciﬁcally, the AUM outperforms the Single by 2.3%, which demonstrates the advantage of sharing patterns across users. AUM performs better than HMM, Pred, NN, and LAW by over 2.6%, 5.9%, 7.2%, and 31.2%
in terms of BC, respectively. In addition, HMM and Pred have the best performance within baseline algorithms,
which both predict users’ movement based on personalized probabilistic models. Diﬀerent with them, LAW is
an aggregated probabilistic model without considering any personal information. On the other hand, the reason
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of the under-performance of NN is the sparsity of app usage records per user. Thus, compared with HMM or
Pred, the larger number of parameters in NN cannot be well estimated. In addition, we show the prediction performance of user groups with diﬀerent number of records and location entropy in Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively.
Í
Speciﬁcally, for a user u, its location entropy E L (u) can be calculated by E L (u) = − l ∈L Pl (u)logPl (u), where
Pl (u) is the probability of visiting location l by u. It describes the regularity of traces in spatial dimension [16].
As we can observe, compared with HMM, the performance gain of our proposed algorithm is larger for users
with less app usage records and smaller location entropy. Then, in order to show the performance gain obtained
from sharing patterns across users, the relative performance gain of AUM algorithm compared with Single is
plotted as the function of missing ratio q of each user in Fig. 5(d). As we can observe, the maximum relative
performance gain is over 4.2%, which is reached for users with missing ratio around 0.2. In addition, though it is
hard to improve the performance for users with missing ratio close to 1, the performance gain of our proposed
is still high (over 2.2%) for users with missing ratio q ranging from 0.7 to 0.8, indicating the eﬀectiveness of our
proposed algorithm on users with sparse data.
Although the duration of our dataset is only one week, the number of users in our dataset is massive, which
cover users with diversiﬁed app usage patterns and mobility patterns. Thus, there are enough samples to evaluate
the performance of our proposed method and baseline algorithms. In addition, we evaluate our proposed model
compared with baselines in terms of multiple metrics and diﬀerent user groups. Overall, the large-scale dataset
guarantees the credibility and validity of the performance evaluation, and our proposed AUM performs better
than other algorithms under the majority of the situations, demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of our model.

5.4

App Prediction

Baseline Method:
As for app prediction, we compare our system with following methods: (1) MM is a
Markov model [34], which is widely used to predict human behavior. It regards all the used apps as states and
builds a transition matrix to capture the ﬁrst order transition probabilities between them. (2) NB is a NaiveBayes prediction model [22], that uses location, time-of-day and last-used-app as features. (3) RF is based on
classical classiﬁcation algorithm [70], which uses the same set of features as Bayesian and adopts the random
forest classiﬁer. (4) NN is based on the neural network classiﬁer [43], which uses the last used app and time
as features. (5) TAN is based on existing work [3] that uses spatio-temporal context and embedding vector of
last-used-app based on word2vec [38] as features to implement a tree augmented naive Bayesian network. (6)
MF is a model that always predicts the app usage to be the mean app usage of the user’s historical records [13].
We use the same metrics as in location prediction. Speciﬁcally,
qfor two app usage vectors
Í
) ai (w )
âi and ai , their Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient can be expressed by BC(âi , ai ) = w ∈A âk âi (w
· ka i k . In addition,
ik
Evaluation Metrics:

their residual can be calculated by Residual(â i , ai ) =

1
2

1

1

kâi − ai k 1 .

Parameter Settings:
Similarly with location prediction, we implement a 5-fold leave-one-out cross validation [26] in app prediction. Speciﬁcally, in the testing set, we assume time and visited locations are given, while
used apps are unknown. In addition, parameters of AUM is similar with those used in location prediction. Other
parameters are set by following the default setting in original literatures [3, 13, 22, 34, 43, 70].
Result Comparison: We follow the same experiment setting as in location prediction, and show the results
in Fig. 6. Similar to the location prediction, Fig. 6(a) shows the overall performance of app prediction in terms
of BC and residual. Results show that our method achieves the best performance. The BC of our method is
3.2% higher than NN, 5.0% higher than MM, 7.8% higher than MF, 14.6% higher than RF, and over 18.2% higher
than TAN and NB. In addition, we can observe that TAN and NB have similar performance, indicating that the
structure of Bayesian network is not the bottleneck of performance. Instead, the more important challenge is
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the data sparsity issue. On the other hand, NN has better performance in app prediction compared with location
prediction, indicating that the inﬂuence of the last used app to future app usage is more signiﬁcant than that of
the last visited location to future movement. Then, we show the app prediction performance as the function of
the number of records in Fig. 6(b). As we can observe, our proposed AUM outperforms baseline algorithms in
most cases, indicating the advantage of AUM.
We also show the prediction performance as the function of the app usage entropy and number of distinctive
apps used Í
by each user in Fig. 6(c) and (d), respectively. Speciﬁcally, app usage entropy E A (u) is deﬁned as
E A (u) = − w ∈A Pw (u)logPw (u), where Pw (u) is the probability of using app w by u. It describes the regularity
of using apps [16]. As we can observe, users with larger app usage entropy and more used apps are predicted
with worse performance, and app usage entropy exhibits larger inﬂuence than the number of distinctive apps.
Overall, our method outperforms baseline algorithms in most situations with the maximum performance gap
over 10%, demonstrating the superiority of the proposed method based on our model.

5.5

App Usage Trace Synthesizing

In order to utilize app usage traces in applications such as network optimization and context-aware recommendations [25, 55] without leaking users’ privacy, we seek to synthesize plausible app usage traces. Speciﬁcally,
compared with approaches of adding random noise to user data [1, 2, 18], the synthesized trace is able to preserve the utility of the dataset. We characterize the utility of the dataset by using the similarity of statistical
characteristics of synthesized traces to real traces, including time of visits to diﬀerent locations, location entropy, radius of gyration, probability of using diﬀerent apps, and distribution of degree of users’ contact graph.
At the same time, the synthesized trace should protect users’ privacy. We characterize the privacy-preserving
ability of our model by the spatio-temporal distance between real traces and synthesized traces. If they are far
away from each other enough, adversaries are hard to extract users’ true location, i.e., users’ privacy is preserved.
Thus, our model is very useful to these applications based on app usage traces [25, 55], since based on our model
they can be implemented without leaking users’ privacy.
Parameter Settings: In this application, diﬀerently with location and app prediction, we do not split training
and testing set. Instead, we use all app usage records as input. Parameters are also similar with those used in
location and app prediction. Then, based on Algorithm 3, we synthesize plausible app usage traces of 10,000
users with the time span of one week.
Evaluation Results:
We ﬁrst evaluate the utility of the dataset in terms of statistical characteristics. The
synthesized traces should statistically resemble real traces. In order to measure the statistical characteristics
of synthesized traces in terms of all dimensions, we elaborately select four metrics, including time of visits
to diﬀerent locations, location entropy, radius of gyration, and probability of using diﬀerent apps. We show
their distribution in Fig. 7(a) to (d), respectively. From Fig. 7(a), we show the temporal distribution of visits to 6
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Fig. 7. Synthesized app usage traces based on our model.

locations (cellular base stations) for example, which are referred to as BS1 to BS6, respectively. Further, we use
Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient to characterize the performance of synthesized traces compared with real traces in
terms of temporal distribution of visits to locations, which
s can be calculated as following:
24
Õ
v̂l (t) vl (t)
BC(v̂ l , v l ) =
·
,
(14)
k
v̂ l k 1 kv l k 1
t =1
where v l (t) and v̂ l (t) are the number of visits to location l at time t of real traces and synthesized traces, respectively. In addition, visits of one week is folded into one day by averaging. Results show that the obtained average
Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient of the 6 locations shown in Fig. 7(a) is larger than 0.973, indicating the eﬀectiveness of
our proposed model. However, as we can observe from Fig. 7(a), peak of temporal distribution of some locations
shows an obvious diﬀerence between real traces and synthesized traces. For example, temporal distribution of
visits to BS4 of real traces has two peaks at around 8AM and 8PM respectively, while for synthesized traces
the temporal distribution has only one peak, indicating some level of limitations of synthesized traces by our
proposed AUM in terms of temporal distribution of visits to locations.
In Fig. 7(b), we show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of location entropy and radius of gyration.
Radius of gyration is deﬁned as the mean square root of the distance of each point in the trace to its center of
mass [21]. It reﬂects the range of a user’ activity area. We can observe that the CDFs of real traces and synthesized
traces are similar. In Fig. 7(c), we show the probability of using top-50 apps of all users. We can observe that
probability of using top-50 apps of synthesized traces waves around that of real traces. In order to investigate
the performance of synthesized traces in terms of protecting hidden structures of users’ app usage trace, we
further construct users’ contact graph, where the edge represents two users once visited the same location within
the same time period. Then, the complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDF) of users’ degree in
the contact graph based on real traces and synthesized traces are shown in Fig. 7(d). We can observe that the
distribution of degree of synthesized traces approximates well to real traces, indicating the strong ability of our
proposed model in protect users’ encountering relationship, which is useful to applications such as location
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recommendation [58, 65, 71] and friend recommendation [35, 63] in location-based social networks. Overall,
results show that app usage traces synthesized by our model resemble real traces statistically.
Then, we evaluate the privacy-preserving performance of synthesized traces. We clarify this issue in terms
of two metrics, i.e., time gap and distance gap. The synthesized traces should have large time gap and distance
gap with real traces to hide users’ true locations. Time gap is deﬁned as the minimum time interval between
each real record and its closest synthesized record at the same location, while the distance gap is deﬁned as the
distance of records in the same time bins between real traces and synthesized traces. Their CDFs are shown in
Fig. 7(e). The average time gap and distance gap for all records are 15.8 hour and 6.22 km, respectively. Such large
time and distance gap indicate the good performance of the synthesized traces in hiding users’ true location and
preserving user privacy.
Summary:
The evaluation results show that our proposed app usage model has strong ability to interpret
users’ behavior. Speciﬁcally, all parameters do have physical meaning, and from these parameters we can tell
when, where, and what apps are used. In addition, it outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms in both location
and app prediction by over 11.7% and 11.1% on average, respectively. Compared with existing approaches, our
proposed method models users’ location and app usage simultaneously, and parameters are shared between
diﬀerent users to overcome the data sparsity challenge, indicating the ﬂexibility and robustness of our proposed
method. In addition, due to the Bayesian framework adopted in our proposed model, it is able to synthesize
app usage traces with high utility and strong privacy preserving ability, further demonstrating its usefulness.
Overall, observations show that by correlatedly modeling location and app usage, the performance of predicting
both app usage and mobility is improved, and app usage traces synthesized by our model resemble real traces
in terms of both the location-related statistical metric and the app-related statistical metric. All these results
demonstrate the correlation between users’ visited locations and used apps extracted by our model.

6

RELATED WORK

Mobile App Usage.
Researchers have studied how users use smartphones and mobile apps [7, 19, 22, 54,
69, 70], with a focus on user interactions, application usage, network traﬃc, and energy drain, etc. Falaki et
al. [19] show immense diversity in smartphone activities among users. Blaszkiewicz et al. [7] further reveal that
smartphone users can be identiﬁed through the sets of apps they use. Tu et al. [49] ﬁnd that 88% of users can
be uniquely re-identiﬁed by 4 random apps used by them. Other researchers propose to cluster smartphone
users according to their app usage behavior in order to provide customized services and recommendations [69].
In particular, users’ mobility patterns inﬂuence the way an app is used [70]. Contextual features are shown
to have a strong inﬂuence on personalized app predictions, such as predicting sequentially used apps, and the
location and time of app usage [22]. Yu et al. [62] show that app usage of regions can be better predicted by using
the Point of Interest (POI) information of regions. Cao et al. [11] compare the diﬀerence between revisitation
patterns of POIs, websites, and smartphone apps. Xia et al. [52] utilize aggregated app usage in diﬀerent regions
to reveal urban dynamics and infer urban functions. A contextual collaborative forecasting model is proposed
in [51] to consider similarity between users and apps, and correlation between uses’ movements and physical
environments. A multi-faceted approach of app usage predictions is developed in [54]. Most studies focus on
small-scale datasets, posing a key challenges to understand the app usage behavior of a large user population.
Spatio-Temporal Recommendation. Spatio-temporal context information has been playing an important
role in location-based services. A number of spatio-temporal recommendation systems have been proposed in
existing studies [58, 65, 71]. Ye et al. [58] develop a location recommendation based the social and geographical
characteristics of users and locations. Tu et al. [48] ﬁnd that it is feasible to make personalized location recommendation by learning user interest and location features from app usage data. Zheng et al. [71] recommend
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interesting locations and possible activities to users based on their GPS and comments through a collaborative ﬁltering method. Yuan et al. [65] develop a collaborative recommendation model for POI that is able to
incorporate temporal information. In addition, a number of context-aware app recommendation systems are
developed by using additional information of location, time, and activity [25, 33, 71, 72]. On the other hand, personalized recommendation is usually achieved by using more user proﬁle information [9, 29, 32]. App similarity
that is important for recommendation is usually calculated by graph [4] or kernel function [12], which is utilized in ranking [56] and popularity [73] based recommendation. In addition, problems of data sparsity [45] and
cold-start [30] have been studied by using speciﬁc apps’ features of similarity. Moreover, privacy and security
awareness [20, 31, 60, 74] have also been considered. These approaches are mainly designed to recommend new
items by reconstructing the missing values in user’s spatio-temporal records, which is a diﬀerent problem with
what we investigate in this paper, i.e., predict the future location and app usage based on historical records.
Human Mobility Modeling. Various statistical models have been proposed to characterize people’s mobility patterns. For example, Lu et al. [34] utilize Markov Chain model to simulate users’ transition patterns. As
a variant, hidden Markov model (HMM) is also widely used in human mobility modelling. Mathew et al. [36]
assume each latent state has a multinomial distribution over the locations. Zhang [68] et al. improve HMM by
integrating both user grouping and mobility modelling in the same model, in order to enhance the modelling
ability and improve prediction accuracy. In addition, Dirichlet process is also widely adopted in modelling users’
mobility. Jeong et al. [24] use Dirichlet process mixture model to cluster users based on their transition kernels.
McInerney et al. [37] propose a hierarchical Dirichlet model, LocHDP, which shares temporal parameters within
users and keep spatial parameters unique to each user. More recently, researchers consider context-aware mobility modelling, i.e., considering the information from external channels like social media content and social
network graphs. For example, Zhang et al. [67] leverage the geo-tagged tweet to build a local event detection
system, and Wang et al. [50] combine human mobility modeling with the social network analysis to improve
the prediction accuracy. Diﬀerent with them, we seek to build a new model to characterize and predict the
spatio-temporal patterns of app usage correlated with mobility.
Trace Synthesizing.
Synthesizing location traces has been studied in a number of works [6, 23, 27, 42, 59].
Bindschaedler et al. [6] propose a privacy-preserving generative model to synthesize plausible location traces
which protect the semantic features of each trajectory and hide the user’ location. Isaacman et al. [23] propose a
statistical probability model to synthesize spatio-temporal data in the form of call detail records (CDRs), which
takes as input certain spatial and temporal probability distributions (e.g., distribution of commute distances,
probability of a call at each time bin) drawn from empirical data. Krumm et al. [27] propose a probability model
to synthesize driving trips, which examine a variety of features including road types and through traﬃc. Ouyang
et al. [42] use generative adversarial networks (GAN) to synthesize human trajectories, where each trajectory is
transform into a ﬁxed-length sequence of stays in the geographic grid with their start time and durations. Yin
et al. [59] develop a input-output hidden Markov model (IO-HMM) to synthesize travel plans of users, which
incorporates context information (e.g., the time of day) and deﬁne unobserved activity types as latent variables.
These studies mainly focus on protecting statistical characteristics [23, 42], or semantic features [6] of synthesized traces. We further consider the performance of protecting the encountering relationship of users in
our work. In addition, the synthesized traces based on our model should resemble real traces in terms of both
location-related statistical metrics and app-related statistical metrics.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we model the spatio-temporal app usage patterns for a large user population. Speciﬁcally, by
building a Bayesian mixture model to capture when, where and what apps are used. Extensive evaluations show
our model achieves a high accuracy in predicting future user locations and app usage. In addition, it shows a great
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potential to synthesize app usage traces to protect user privacy while allowing meaningful data mining. We will
release parts of the dataset as well as our code. We believe this work paves the way toward understanding spatiotemporal app usage patterns over a large user population. Future work will look into incorporating location
contexts and the user interests to build a more comprehensive model for mobile app usage.
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